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Like a boss gift set

Back to topWatch to buy gifts for someone else? Check out the rest of our guide to Christmas gift ideas. ThinkGeekBarnes &amp; NobleOffice DepotBack to topShop more gift cards Back to top Forever 21 30% off sweaters, jackets and outerwear Plus extra savings on sale items. Last verified on December 11, 2020 Forever 21 Extra 50%
off sales styles Save up to 80% selected styles. T&amp;C applies. Last verified Nov 23, 2020 Forever 21 Pre-Black Friday: Fashion deals from $9 Last verified Nov 16, 2020 Frye Get a free $100 gift card with every $400 you spend Made-in-USA styles available. Last verified Nov 9, 2020 Chewy 40% off your first Autoship order Then 5%
off all future Autoship deliveries. Free shipping on orders over $49. Last verified Dec 4, 2020 Raddish Save $20 on a 12-month membership at checkout! Radish brings the whole family together in the kitchen and at the table. Teach kids to cook with these fun and educational kitchen kits. Free shipping. Last Verified Nov 9, 2020
Therabody Free Shipping on Every Order of Therabody - Percussive Therapy Devices, Performance Treatments and More Plus a Risk-Free for 30 Days or Your Money Back Guarantee Last Verified Oct 6, 2020 New Balance Free Shipping on All $50+ Orders Last Verified 25 Nov 2020 Deal Ends 5 Jun 2021 Clinical Supplies 20% off face
masks and PPE Last verified 21 Dec 2020 Amazon Early Prime Day: Save 50% on the Echo Show Last verified 9 Oct 2020 Back to top Spending around $25 is a safe bet — unless you and other colleagues are going in on a joint gift. It also depends on your relationship with your boss. Anyway, never give money. If you don't think of
anything else, a gift card for something you know they will enjoy is appropriate. Yes, it could be. While you shouldn't feel obliged to give your boss a Christmas present, this can be a nice gesture. Simply avoid spending too much or making a public display of your gift-giving unless the office has a gift exchange tradition. Yes. If the rest of
the office is chipping in, it may come out the wrong way if you don't participate. However, a group gift doesn't have to be expensive, as long as it's thoughtful. Back to top Was this content useful to you? 18 top shackets to buy now You miss big time if you don't have a shacket - shirt/jacket hybrid. We've tracked down the best shackets for
every style, from eclectic to classic. 8 best artificial Christmas trees Kick your slippered feet - we've rounded up the best pine trees that don't need TLC. See our faves for budget, realistic, small spaces and more. Where to buy a Thanksgiving turkey These top online stores have fresh and frozen turkey on plus holiday sides, desserts and
more. See which stores offer same-day delivery and additional savings. Amazon The holidays are a moment to think about. Because this year is more complicated than most (to say the light), it is mainly mainly to show your appreciation to the people who have been with you through all this, starting with your boss. Throughout the year,
they've provided reassurance, inspiration and some much-needed laughter, keeping you on your toes to complete assignments, chart your next career step, and more. For all these reasons and more, browse through these gifts for your boss to find something that best expresses your gratitude this Christmas. No matter if they're in or out
of the office, they can use these top-rated finds, especially since many of them are suitable ways to spruce up their home desk or make working from home more bearable (think: a constant coffee offering). Along with a few inspiring finds for your #bosslady, some of these gift ideas will help bring out their funny side (and shed a light on
yours!). Since quarantine can prevent you from seeing your boss IRL this holiday season, we've made sure to have various gift baskets and virtual ideas that can be delivered directly to their door – no packaging or shipping on your part. FYI: Certain items may be shipped later this year due to the pandemic. Check here at all shipping
times to make sure your item arrives in time for the holidays. 1 of 29 for every female boss who inspires Boss Lady Candle Sweet Water Decor amazon.com/handmade $20.00 Every time she lights this creamy jasmine candle, she will be reminded how much of a boss she really is. It will serve as the perfect stress reliever for important
meetings and conversations, too. RELATED: The Best Gifts to Give Her 2 of 29 The Gift That Keeps on Giving Coffee Subscription Drift Away Coffee driftaway.coffee Even if your coffee meetings are on hold for the indefinite future, you help them recreate the experience at home with a continuous supply of whole beans, ground or cold
brew bags. Choose between a bi-weekly and monthly option and how long you want to renew the subscription. 3 out of 29 inspiring gifts for your #GirlBoss Icons: 50 heroines who chronicle the form of contemporary culture Chronicle Chroma amazon.com On the front page, write your boss a sweet message to show that they are just as
iconic as the 50 incredible musicians, politicians and thought leaders in this book. It is not considered sucking up if it is true. 4 of 29 Practical Enough for their Workspace Mini Cactus Humidifier At the touch of a button, this desk-friendly cactus emits a constant stream of fog to make their 9-5 more enjoyable, especially during the dry winter
months. 5 out of 29 Fortunately, It only looks expensive ... Geode State Ornament Uncommon Goods uncommongoods.com $18.00 When the twinkle lights hit it just right, this state-shaped ornament will glisten like a geode. Each is handmade with stoneware, glass and colored glaze to give a real one-of-a-kind look. RELATED:
Personalized Gift Ideas That Wow Your Boss 6 of 29 Hand Cream Trio Trio Set L'Occitane amazon.com $29.00 You don't go wrong by hand cream, especially if it's from L'Occitane. This three-piece set contains their top fragrances: lavender, shea butter, and almond. RELATED: Wellness Gifts That Promote Self-Care 7 of 29 Funny Find
for the Happy Hour Planner Nightcap: More than 40 Cocktails to Close Out Any Evening Chronicle Books amazon.com $15.47 After everything thrown at them this year, a nightcap is not a recommendation; It's a necessity. This book highlights more than 40 recipes tailored to different needs, whether they want a night of fruitful
conversation or restful sleep. 8 of 29 Classic Gift That Always Wins Holiday Sweet Treats Harry &amp; David harryanddavid.com $49.99 Send this box of goodies straight to their door without baking or packing from your side! This gift box combines all of Harry &amp; David's best sweets, from Moose Munch to chocolate-covered cherries.
9 out of 29 upgrade their Office Storm Cloud When the atmosphere (literally) changes, the crystals in this glass cloud disperse to reflect the windy, stormy or rainy conditions outside. They can stick it on their desk or windowsill to keep an eye on what's going on outside. 10 of 29 Easy to personalize Masey Monogram Trinket Dish
Anthropologie anthropologie.com $16.00 Tucked inside of this lidded dish, they can store all their most commonly used treasures so they don't have to look high and low to find what they need. 11 of 29 2021 Desk Calendar Rifle Paper Co. riflepaperco.com $16.00 Serve some fresh inspiration with this 12-month desk calendar. Even in the
dreariest of months, the colorful illustrations will bring a burst of lemony sun to her space. 12 of 29 Amish Popcorn Gift Set Williams Sonoma williams-sonoma.com $29.95 After a long day of work, they can sit back, relax, and enjoy a bowl of freshly popped popcorn, all thanks to you. This set gives them everything they need for perfectly
spiced popcorn, including three different types of kernels, oil and herbal salt. 13 of 29 Stationery Subscription Cloth &amp; Paper cratejoy.com $18.00 Every month your stationery-obsessed boss receives a box of all the things they love most: up to seven fashion-forward pens, tons of planner essentials, or a mix of both, depending on
which subscription box you choose. 14 of the 29 Astrology Candle Birthdate Candles birthdatecandles.com $38.00 If you remember their birthday, gift them a candle that highlights their personality and astrological characters tied to their special day. Otherwise, pick one up in their constellation. 15 of the 29 In the Company of Women
Artisan amazon.com This New York Times bestseller is a page-turning vision board. Combine it with a map Explains why your boss should have made the cut. 16 of 29 2019 Ace in the Hole® Cabernet Sauvignon Their next happy hour is for you! This deep-bodied red Winc combines well with chocolate, so make sure you throw in a box of
their favorite truffles for good measure. 17 of 29 Shattered Glass Ceiling Paperweight UncommonGoods uncommongoods.com $48.00 Your boss constantly reminds you that the glass ceiling - as daunting as it is - can be shattered. With this symbolic paper weight, show her how grateful you are for everything that's been done to make
your career journey possible. 18 of the 29 Temperature Control Smart Mug When they run from one Zoom to another, their coffee is often left behind. Make sure it stays at the perfect temperature (read: warm) by gifting your boss this mug that uses an app to make their coffee or tea temperature somewhere between 120°F and 145°F. 19
of 29 Personalized Whiskey Stone BoxMakings etsy.com $22.48 Add a personal touch to their bar cart with this engraved wooden box packed with nine cube whiskeys , pliers and velvet bag. 20 of Maranta De Sill's 29 thesill.com $45.00 Commonly known as the prayer system, this green-leafed beauty is perfect for the office because it
can survive in low-light conditions (a.k.a. her cubicle) and without too much water. 21 of 29 Dottie Monogram Journal Anthropologie anthropologie.com $22.00 While this padded diary is beautiful and personalized on the outside, the inside is where it counts, especially after they fill with all their ideas, plans and goals. 22 of VantlerLeather's
29 personalized leather mouse pad etsy.com $22.31 Give their at-home desk a makeover with this full grain leather mouse pad, which can be easily personalized with their initials or short inspirational phrase. 23 of 29 Putter Cup Golf Mug Frogland amazon.com Although they have to wait until the weekend to hit the green, they can
practice their golf swing with this mug. An added bonus: The golf club also acts as a pen. 24 of 29 Big Personality Desk Signs UncommonGoods uncommongoods.com $28.00 If your boss needs a reminder that they have a big deal (in your eyes at least), then gift them one of these hilarious-but-real desk signs. 25 of the 29 'The Office'
Mug MugsAndPins etsy.com $13.30 With this custom mug from Etsy, you can give your boss the same starry treatment as the crew at The Office. That's exactly what they want, isn't it? 26 of the 29 Songbird Eyeglass Holder Uncommon Goods uncommongoods.com $28.00 Her blue light blocking glasses are not going to prevent tired
eyes if she can't find 'em. This hand-carved glasses holder keeps her glasses in one place... as long as she remembers to use it. 27 of 29 Tabletop Pool Set Hey! Play! amazon.com $19.99 Get his creative juices flowing with a game of pool. This tabletop version is small enough to be stored in his office (it's less than two feet long!) and
Supplied with everything he needs for a full game. 28 of the 29 turmeric herbal tea range VAHDAM amazon.com More Then classic chai, all six loose leaf teas in this set are packed with bitter turmeric's bitter (but delicious) taste and health benefits. Each vacuum sealed canister emphasizes a different flavor pairing such as ginger and
moringa. 29 of the 29 Any Type Boss Will Love It Charging Stand erwubala amazon.com $14.99 Keep their workspace tidy and tidy with this bamboo wooden charging station, which has a designated spot for an iPhone and a smart watch. It doesn't come with chargers or cords, so make sure they have theirs on hand. RELATED: Cheap
Christmas gifts that go beyond the price price
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